**JPET MINI REVIEW**

**ASPET-YSC INITIATIVE**

Are you a senior or recent graduate student looking to publish your thesis research project as a review article?

Manuscript publication is an important milestone that many graduate students and junior postdoctoral trainees recognize is fundamental for the culmination of a graduate degree or even to pave the way for an academic/scientific career trajectory. ASPET recognizes the importance of providing trainees with opportunities to help support manuscript publication.

In continuous efforts to enrich the ASPET trainees experience, the Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics (JPET) editorial board in collaboration with the ASPET Young Scientist Committee have developed the JPET Mini Review initiative to foster the research writing skills of ASPET trainees. This unique initiative is targeting senior graduate students and junior postdoctoral fellows with the goal of enhancing their overall scientific training skills and increasing their exposure to the publication system. Under this initiative, the JPET editorial board will be accepting submissions for review articles specifically from ASPET graduate students and postdocs in collaboration with their mentors as corresponding authors. The submitted mini reviews will go through a regular review process. The accepted mini review will be processed for publications without any processing fees or associated charges. **The JPET Minireview should be between 4000-6000 words. There is no limitation on the number of references.**

**ELIGIBILITY:**
- Senior graduate students, junior post-doctoral trainees with the acknowledgment of their mentors.

**CONTACT:**

Dr. Beverley Greenwood-Van Meerveld, Editor  
Beverley-Greenwood@ouhsc.edu

Dr. Joe Blumer, Mini-reviews Editor  
blumerjb@musc.edu

Submit your mini review & note “ASPET-YSC Mini Review Initiative” in your cover letter